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The Hit List
# Name
Ht Pos Yr
20
22
55
3
15
0
1
2
5
10
12
13
14
21
24
32
33

J.T. Terrell
6-3 G
Byron Wesley
6-5 G
Omar Oraby
7-2 C
Chass Bryan
5-9 G
Brendyn Taylor
6-2 G
Darion Clark
6-7 F
Ketin Reinhardt
6-5 G
Roschon Prince
6-6 F
Kahlil Dukes
5-11 G
Pe’Shon Howard
6-3 G
Jullian Jacobs
6-3 G
Samer Dhillon
6-7 F
Strahinja Gavrilovich 6-9 F
Devon Pflueger
6-6 G
Daniel Munoz
5-10 G
Nikola Jovanovic
6-10 F
D.J. Haley
7-0 C
Head Coach: Andy Enfield

Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
So.
So.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr.

In All Honesty: A game preview
USC coming to the Spectrum kicks off the best
schedule the Aggies have ever had. They are picked to
finish 11th in the PAC12 but many say they will do much
better. The Trojans return 2 starters from a team that
went 14-18 last season. Those two starters, J.T. Terrell
and Byron Wesley, combined for 21.9 ppg last season.
Watch for these guys to be the leaders on the court for
USC.
Also returning for the Trojans is 7’2” big man Omar
Oraby. He isn’t very mobile and isn’t a major offensive
threat. However, he will be an imposing figure and will
alter a few shots while grabbing some rebounds.
Lacking in experience and with several transfers and
a fresh crop of freshmen, the Trojans seem to be building for the future.
Overall, USC has a lot of athleticism but they are a
young team who will be looking to establish an identity.
Our prediction: Don’t expect a blowout, but the Aggies take care of business at home due to returning experience and a raucous Spectrum crowd.

Missed any issues of The Bangarang?

You can find all our issues at USUStats.com/Bangarang
(Our huge thanks to the guys over there.) Get in touch
with us on twitter @usubangarang for praise you don’t
mind others seeing. Email usubangarang@gmail.com for the rest.
Please let us know what you think!
Also, for those with paper copies
who have neighbors with smart
phones? Use this qr code to link
them to the site so they can read up
on the Bangarang along with you!

Official USC Trojan Condom Joke Tally Box

Use your Bangarang Approved Writing Utensil (or, in other words,
whatever you can find) to track condom jokes in the box! First person
to tweet us with the correct number gets a scoop of Aggie Ice Cream
on the Bangarang!

Quickies - short and not so sweet
- Jalen Moore’s nose gets in argument with Jalen
Moore’s afro... Guess who won?
- Immediately following, Jalen’s Afro challenges Sean
Harris’ Flat Top to a “Hell in a Cell” Cage Match.
- Not to be outdone, Will Smith (not the actor, but the
character from Fresh Prince) and early 90’s Scottie Pippen volunteered to be referees for the fight. More details
next week...

The unofficial game day newsletter of The Spectrum

It is high time for Aggie Basketball. Although the previous conference has been destroyed, opposing influences have failed to drive Utah State from their hallowed base and pursued them across the
NCAA.
Evading the dreaded non-effective college basketball crowd stigma, a group of freedom fighters
led by Stew Morrill have established this special base in the remote ice world of Cache Valley.
The evil lords, whatever their names, obsessed with outlasting wise Morrill, now cower in fear
behind the single layer of mental protection with which they have equipped themselves. They have
underestimated The Force. They have been disturbed by our special base. They have forgotten the
sovereign preeminence… of The Spectrum.
The Aggies have finally come forward to prove their dominance to the galaxy. It is time for everyone
to understand the firepower of this fully armed and operational battle-station. There are many arenas
capable of destroying an opposing player’s psyche, but the ability to simply destroy an opposing
player’s psyche is insignificant next to the power of The Spectrum! It’s back in full force, prepared to
create hell and darkness never before seen in its confines. and we will. Because we are The Spectrum,
and you love us. We know.
And so our story begins! Welcome to the Bangarang, your go to source for all things heckle, dirt,
and all around hype for our Aggies. We will be here, week in and week out, in an attempt to ensure that
when all eyes are focused more than ever on our team (as well as us as a crowd) we give them the best
show they’ve ever scene. That starts with getting organized and a deadly set of insults and cheers to
demoralize our opponents and boost our boys! We’re here to serve, so let us know what you think! Get
back to us on twitter @usubangarang, or email us at usubangarang@gmail.com. Together, with this
team, we can restore awesome to The Spectrum, and balance to the Force!

Bangarang Staff shocked by lack of ability to make fun of Andy Enfield
As is fast becoming a tradition at USC, the
Trojan’s have a new coach in order to salvage
yet another quickly fading program. After
a 14-19 season, USC did the logical Hollywood thing to do and scrambled for the most
en-vogue name they could find at the time.
Enter former Florida Gulf Coast coach Andy
Enfield, leader of the darlings of last year’s
NCAA tournament, founder of the #dunkcity
movement (which, for those unfamiliar with
the term, was a twitter hashtag based around
how often and athletically FGCU players took
the ball to the hole) and evidently a flashy
enough name to move from a previously
unheard of program to coaching in the Pac12.
However, what is significantly more important
about this hire is this.
Meet Amanda Marcum. Repeated Maxim
cover model, all around babe, and wife of the
new USC coach. We here at the Bangarang
fully understand at least some of the reasons
that these two are married (2 come to mind),
and NONE of them have to do with Enfield’s
coaching skills. However, one has to assume
that Trojans came up in several more ways
than simply the X’s and O’s of courtship. It
also gives us a little more insight into the
#dunkcity movement (see the first parenthetical). We’ll let you take that one as far as
you want.
As we said, we here at the Bangarang fully
endorse this relationship for, once again,
at least 2 reasons. What can you say? Make
sure that the Coach knows we approve of his
choices. But please, remember to be classy

WARNING

about it. Seriously. Nothing crude or degrading. Just a solid showing of our support of the
fact that this guy, even after his loss tonight in
The Spectrum, gets to go home and get consoled by a Maxim model. To you, good sir, we
give a resounding shout of “Bang-aw-rang.”

: DO NOT MAKE THIS FRICKIN’ AWESOME GAMEDAY NEWSLETTER INTO A PAPER
AIRPLANE. DO NOT THROW IT ANYWHERE NEAR THE DIRECTION OF THE COURT. STEW WILL BURN
YOUR FACE OFF WITH LASERS FROM HIS EYES.
IF ANYONE SEES ANOTHER PERSON WITHIN THE CONFINES OF THE SPECTRUM DOING SO,YELL
“THAT PERSON IS MAKING A PAPER AIRPLANE” AND POINT AT THEM. THIS MEANS EVERYONE
KNOWS WHO THEY ARE, AND WE ALL CAN, EN MASS,YELL AT THEM VERY VICOUSLY IN ABSOLUTE
DISGUST FOR THE LACK OF TACT AND RESPECT THAT THEY’RE SHOWING FOR THE TEAM AND THE
GAME. SERIOUSLY. RAT YOUR FRIENDS OUT. WE ENCOURAGE IT.

A huge shoutout to our partners for our
massive printing needs for this season,
Square One Printing! Check them out at
Squareoneprinting.com, visit at 630 W, 200
N in Logan, or call 435.753.8875

Because sometimes 11 inches can’t hold everything we’ve got
Frotoshopping! The
next great sensatino
is sweeping the nation! Everything and
everyone is growing
the Jalen Moore Afro!
Get your submissions
in for inclusion in
future Bangarangs!
Todays Submissions?
Jalen Thor
Frona Lisa

A Gentleman’s guide to Spectrum Conduct
How NOT to be a Gentleman
- WEAR BLUE: You might be reading this today without an AGGIE blue shirt on.
This will be the last time. Why anyone would get excited for a game and not wear
blue is beyond us. Just wear a gameday shirt. It’s that easy. No white (including
“White Out” shirts, we’ll be watching), no gray, no baby blue, no pink USU shirts…
AGGIE BLUE!!! If someone near you isn’t wearing blue, give them some crap for it.
- Be LOUD: Get loud, jump around, lose your voice and remind people why
we’re one of the top 5 toughest places to play in the nation. Get into it a little for
hell’s sake (and we mean “Hell’s sake” with total sincerity, because the Spectrum is
Hell for visiting teams).
- “All about tempo”: When that slow clap starts for the starting lineups, keep
it SLOW!!! When you’re chanting something (“defense”, “stupid”, “you will miss
it”) keep it slow. The best way to kill a good chant is to speed things up and get
everyone out of breath.
- Don’t be offended: This is The Spectrum. We’re not the “nice, polite, support
the visiting team” type of crowd. We’re the in-your-face-make-your-life-a-livinghell crowd. We make the opposing five feel like they’re playing an opposing five
thousand. We’re not a top 5 crowd in the nation because of kindness. Go to BYU if
you want to play ‘nice’.

Introducing the Bangarang All-Name Team.You shall
know it “The BANT”
Here’s the beauty about covering college hoops: aside from the inspiring
atmospheres and shining moments, one is sure to encounter some balls-ridiculous names. As this isn’t something we Bangarangers like to ignore, welcome to
round one of the Bangarang All-Name Team (BANT) - USC Edition!
Let’s list some honorable mentions, then get our first two picks into the fold.
Sound it out, kids.
Honorable Mentions - Samer Dhillon (because, dude… the “h?”), Chass
Bryan (it’s the name that comes with an itch), Kahlill Dukes (because, dude… the
“h” again?) and Nikola Jovanovich (because a name like that certainly belongs
to someone who could have given Jennifer Garner in “Alias” a run for her
covert money).
USC BANT Inductees Strahinja Gavrilovic - Ignore the syllables and obvious hilarity that comes
with any name ending in “vic.” This inductee sticks itself solid into the BANT
because… well… look closely… he pretty much has “ninja” in his first name.
Anyone with any sense would be intimidated by a 6-9 Serbian ninja. It’s a
shame that all that gets squandered when you come to find out he averaged .3
points a game last year (no typos).
Pe’Shon Howard - I mean...really? Not Keyshawn? I’ll even take Ke’Shon. Not
even just Shon? I mean, unless you’re really that big a fan of physical education,
economic price-to-earning ratios, or polyethylene, “Pe” as a starting syllable
just doesn’t add up. I’ll say this much more - this kid has the worst possible
name to ever be included on any team called the “Trojans.” And that’s for more
than one reason. Look it up.

Missing from tonight’s game

Warning to all Aggie fans and potential sushi bar owners: the
Trojans don’t lose well. Like, at all.
Following a blistering 76-51 loss to Washington State last season
Trojan chokers James Blasczyk and Dewayne Dedmon got involved
in a physical altercation at a sushi bar - evidently USC hoopsters
don’t exactly take the lack of solid yellow tail with vegan rice too
gracefully.
Note that in this case “physical altercation” translates to “beating
the God-fearing piss out of some guy then sucker punching a woman
(turns out public inter-gendered abuse isn’t limited to the South
Provo Betos).”
Both players were “suspended indefinitely for breaking team
rules.” Dedmon saw this as a golden opportunity to take his 6.7 ppg
to the NBA a year early only to get cut from the Golden State Warriors
- who, we may add, had a spare spot on the roster and still saw no use
NEW CHEERS FOR THIS YEAR: The Bangarang staff loves tradition, but we
for him.
also love innovation. That’s why we’re spearheading two new cheers for this seaBlasczyk, on the other hand, found it more fruitful to play “desperson.
ate girlfriend” and applied for a sixth year of eligibility, because,
- Free Throws: Put your hands in the air and make the “whoosh” sound after
even though he could only last seven minutes a game last season, to
the made basket. The new part? Right after you woosh pump a fist into the air and
Trojan’s those minutes were, by far, the most satisfying.
scream “Bangarang” followed by the players’ first name. Eg: “Bangarang Jalen!”, or
Unfortunately for us, his extension was denied and he will only be
“Bangarang Spencer!”, just like “Bangarang Rufio!”
remembered as the “former USC player who only kind of looks like
- Dunks: This one comes from our favorite rapper, Froggy
Brian Scalabrine.”
Fresh. After one of our boys throws it down, the front row in Section F will soon after yell, “Why is (insert opponent here) cryJT Terrell
Tweet
ing?” Then everyone yells back “‘Cause he just got dunked on!”
@JTTerrell5_LOE
of
the
We’ll likely repeat it a few times so join in as soon as you hear it
and make it loud. We’re breaking spirits here. Scan the QR code
Week!
Dee grandma b hoopin at the student center
for the direct link to the Froggy Fresh music video so you can
in assless chaps wit Tim’s on
get up to speed with the rest of us. ----------------->

The Boo Box - Some verbal scorpions to drop in on these guys while they’re trapped in here with us.

USC TROJANS - While attempting to dig up dirt on the opposing team, the Bangarang first went to espn.com and searched for USC to pull up their roster. Much to our
confusion, the first program that came up was the Spartan’s of USC Upstate, from the
Atlantic 10 conference. Evidently, we’d been a little mislead when we were told of the
prominence of the Trojan brand. They were supposed to be the biggest thing out there;
the magnums of the college sports world. Our mistake.
#10 PE’SHON HOWARD - A transfer after playing 3 years for the usually high
powered program at Maryland, Pe’Shon moved home to help take care of an ailing
grandma. Or that was the official story. Playing upwards of 32 minutes a game for a
lot of his career, and managing to score less than 3.3 points per game may have had
more to do with it. To clarify, that means he scored 1 point every 10 minutes he played.
Expect similar results.
#3 CHASS BRYAN - @chazzywazy While we haven’t organized an official “all twitter” page, Chass would be first on our list so far. Ironically, didn’t win our tweet of the
week though. Bringing 1.8 ppg to the table from last year, he apparently compensates
for a lack of stats with one hell of a twitter page. Twitter bio claims he is “God’s Son”.
That’s right. The capital “S” means he’s Jesus. So we may need to take it kind of easy

on him, considering that whole dying for our sins thing. Also referenced “pulling up
the shopping center with a centerfold” which we can only assume means that coach’s
wife bought him groceries. A “Chazzy-Wazzy” chant is a must.
#14 STRAHINJA GAVRILOVIC - His 1.8 mpg and .3 points per game can only be
attributed to one thing. He is far too stealthy to be seen scoring or even playing. We
would suggest ridiculous throwing star and karate motions if he ever touches the ball.
Or astonishment that the ball seems to simply be dribbling and shooting itself.
#20 J.T TERRELL - USC’s leading scorer looks a little more impressive for the stat
line, but makes up for it with the aforementioned Tweet
of the Game. We take this as hopeful news that Pe’Shon’s
transfer home has motivated his grandmother to enough of
a recovery that she can once again don her favorite pants.
We’re also uncertain as exactly what “Tim’s” are. In fact,
we’re going to be asking a lot of these questions to J.T. in
the game.
FOR MORE HOT PICS OF ANDY ENFIELD’S WIFE---->

The Bangarang is an independent and satirical publication run and paid for by students of Utah State University. For the sake of parody, satire, and laughter, the writings in this newsletter
may not be entirely factual, and in some cases blatantly untrue. This publication is not associated with or authorized by Intercollegiate Athletics, Utah State University, the Mountain West
Conference, or the NCAA. The thoughts expressed in this publication do not reflect those of the entities aforementioned. All logos and trademarks in this newsletter are the property of their
respective owner(s). If for any reason you are offended by what we write, please lighten up and realize that it is ok to laugh at, heckle, and emotionally psych out our competition through
the same creative means that have been used for years. If lightening up is too much to ask, then please simply don’t read what we publish. Please send comments, complaints, suggestions, or
breakfast foods to USUbangarang@gmail.com. Breakfast foods include waffles, bacon, French toast, hash browns, grits, syrups (yes, plural) and more bacon. And if you read this far in, know
that we think you are excellent. May The Force Be With You.

